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Verified Purchase. Looked slightly different than the original one, but fit perfect and works as it
should. Solved the problem I had which was an issue with controlling the fan speed. Sometimes
worked fine, sometimes did not respond. Sometimes would not run. Usually temporary fix was
to turn the car off and then back on again. This was the root of the problem. It took quite literally
less than 5 minutes to replace. Open the glove box, empty it, pull in on the tabs on each side
see photo attached in order to swing the glove box all the way down. Remove the two hex head
screws holding the part in the plenum using a very small ratchet. Let it drop down then unplug
the old unit and replace with the new one. Images in this review. My Navigator climate control
was stuck on high. Gently pull or pry these clips to pop the panel loose. One screw is visible,
another screw is not visable but is on the other side of the connector. My husband used a
cosmetic mirror to see under the dash. Remove both screws, then unhook the connector and
pull it free. Install the new part and plug the connector back in and you should be good to go.
Dealer said the only way to repair was to replace the climate control system. That's not true. The
amazon notice that says that this part will not fit a Navigator is incorrect. This was confirmed by
the Ford parts site that stated that it is a replacement part for a Navigator. Hope this is helpful to
someone. I will give this thing a five star rating if it lasts. I wanted to post this right away in case
you were in my shoes since the Amazon drop down menu stated it was not for my Ford F Not
too bad of a change out but what confused me was the part number on the original part which
was 9LEAC and not the 9L3z19eb. It works! And yes this part will replace the part I listed. I will
come back and give it a five star rating if it lasts over a year. I have the dual climate control and
the in dash screen system so maybe that is the issue with the Amazon drop down menu, but I
am not sure on that. I did not compare this price with going directly to my Ford dealer since I
presume I got it shipped to me from Amazon much quicker. I am happy it works and I don't have
to scream to talk to people on the phone since I was in a wind tunnel. I hope this helps someone
and if I can change the part out, you can do it too. Easy to find behind the glove box and there
are tons of YouTube videos to help give you an idea on where it is and how to change it out.
Quality product! Easy to install for even those that are mechanically challenged. Pull glove boxopen it first and press on the sides until the glovebox drops. Retrieve a socket wrench if my
memory serves its 10mm. With an extension remove the two bolts and unclip the old sensor and
discard. Reinstall the new part in reverse order as above. Ordered this, came quickly and it was
what I needed. It's double the price of the Chinese junk found eBay. This took twelve minutes to
install from start to finish. Although this doesn't look like the original, it's actually easier to work
with due to the size. The old original is big and blocky making it harder to work with. I just

installed and tested and I have control of my fan. I don't know how long this will last but I will
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My ac ran on high all summer, a problem I could live with, and then last week, would not blow at
all. I checked the blower motor with a set of alligator clips and a 12v battery. It worked. So, it
was time to take the plunge. O'Reillys who only offered a set of resistors and a kit for 70
something. Guess what I did? Problem solved. After buying three other much cheaper versions
from various vendors, I finally bite the bullet and spent the big bucks. Not real sure what the
difference is as they all appeared identical, and all were touted as exact replacements, but the
other three either did not work at all, or burned out in a few minutes. One can only guess the
unspeced, unlabeled ones contain cheaper components. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. Put it in the car this week and works perfect. Report abuse. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: hvac control module , hvac control , climate control ,
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Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Ford blower motor resistor problems remain the most common solution to interior
fan malfunctions on Ford cars and trucks. With that said, failed blower resistor assemblies don't
solve all of the possible failures. This is why at the bottom of the article we include a F blower
motor wire diagram. The interior fan is powered through two separate fuses and a blower motor
relay. They control the HVAC circuit with a switch. On the automatic temperature control system
they further complicate the system by using a module. First we'll cover the most common
symptoms associated with a bad Ford blower motor resistor. Next, we cover the different parts
used on the Ford climate control system found on the fancier Lariat and Eddie Bauer edition
vehicles. In addition, the replacement parts are also less expensive. Before we move on I want
to make one more important point. Whether you have a blower motor problem on a Ford escape,
Ford F pickup truck or even an Expedition or Mercury mariner these blower motor control
systems use the same parts. In addition, the wiring diagrams and the circuit operation also
remain very much alike. However, the Ford Fusion blower motor resistor is a completely
different animal. The thin card type Ford blower motor resistor is the most common part used
for the interior fan speed control. It fits almost all of the truck and sport utility vehicles like the
Ford Escape, Expedition, Explorer and Lincoln Navigator from through I'm also pretty sure this
is the same part used in the Ford Crown Victoria. When this resistor module fails drivers often
complain about losing individual blower motor speeds. Sometimes you will only have low and
high speed settings. However, the most common complaint when this part fails is that only the
high speed setting functions. If you look at the wiring diagram for the Ford F below, you'll see
that the high speed setting bypasses the resistor assembly completely. I'll go one step further
and say that if you're blower motor works on high and you have the card type Ford blower
motor resistor, no further diagnosis is required. With the low cost of the replacement part and
the high failure rate, I'll just go ahead and replace it. It would be nice if when you remove the old
resistor module that you'd see the damage. Unfortunately, the part fails internally and often
leaves no outward sign of malfunction. We have one more important point to make about this
Ford blower motor electrical problem. The four wire connector that plugs into the resistor
module needs a thorough inspection. Not only can the connector melt, but the heat can distort
the terminals. If you observe any damage or discoloration of the terminal, you should always
replace the connector. You can purchase these pigtail electrical connectors separately. When
you have blower motor speed control problems on a Ford with ATC the failure can still point to
a failed resistor module. However, the part looks a lot different than the card type module
discussed above. It's important to verify the correct replacement part as variations exist
throughout the different years and models. The Ford blower motor resistor deployed on the
automatic temperature control systems is larger and has aluminum heat sinks incorporated into
the design. These cooling fins channel heat away from the internal electrical components. Since
the resistor fits into the heater case they direct air created by the spinning fan, called the
squirrel cage, across the heat sink fins. This is an efficient way of cooling down the entire
module assembly. Unfortunately, failure of the component still remains possible despite the

best efforts of cooling the parts down. In fact, overheating of the resistor becomes more likely
to damage the electrical connector that plugs into the assembly. For this reason they now sell
replacement parts that include the replacement connector referred to as a pigtail. As you can
see from the image, they also include heat shrink connectors. These butt style connectors
crimp the wires together. Then you heat the plastic parts and they shrink to form a weather tight
seal around the electrical wire repair. When you buy replacement blower motor resistor
modules from the Ford dealer they are much more expensive and they sell the pigtail
connectors separately. Before we get into other Ford blower motor speed control problems let's
talk about what happens when the fan motor doesn't work at all. In many cases when this
situation occurs, you have a blown fuse. As you can see from the wiring diagram below, there
are two fuses protecting the circuit. Both of these need to be intact for the blower motor to
operate properly. The question becomes, why did the fuse burn open? It's possible for the
electrical failure of the blower motor resistor to take out one or both of these fuses as it melts.
With that said, if the blower motor doesn't work at all it's also common to find a defective blower
motor relay. Note that the interior fan circuit contains two relays in the same way that it contains
two fuses. You can verify this in the Ford F blower motor diagram below. If the blower motor
doesn't work at all, you probably have a defective relay. However, if the only speed the fan is
missing is the high setting than the likely cause of the problem becomes the high-speed relay.
Both the automatic temperature control and the standard air-conditioning systems use switches
on the control panel. Although switch failure remains uncommon compared to all the other
possibilities, it still remains possible for the switch to fail. You can use to get an idea of how the
circuit operates on vehicles without automatic climate control. As an Amazon Associate I earn
from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay. However, the
pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common Chevrolet brake switch
problems cause issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light comes on but the
system will not set or hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced engine power
warning message. The possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure of the TPS and
throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k miles. An important
list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history. Read More. Ford
Blower Resistor and Connector Kit. Ford Blower Motor Wire Diagram. Recent Articles. The Ford
F was introduced for the model year as an update of the Ford full-size truck platform. Bryan
Hurry bhurry. Fan kicks on about 30 seconds after vehicle is started and is extremely loud. Even
kicks on when its a cooler day. Also stays on when driving down the highway. Thought the fan
was supposed to kick on when it reached a certain temperature then goes off once the temp
drops. Switched out the high and low speed relays and did no good. Does blow cold when
driving around town at low speeds or even just sitting there. There is no resolution to this
problem that i have seen here. I have a f v-6 turbo charged. Temp can be not even to the normal
or even just on start up and both fans running so loud and annoying. Seems to come and go. I
did a water pump change and seems to have started after that work not right away. I had read in
a blog that can be the problem. Still did it. Then it just stopped doing it. Now starting again.
Anyone have any ideas?? For James above, we are having a very similar problem. We live in
Dubai so the thing runs constantly!!! We are stuck. Show 17 more comments. The loud sound
could come from your Fan Clutch for the same reason your fan stays on. Let us know what
engine size your F has so that we can possibly get more information for you. It's the 5. I heard
that the fans in the are just an extremely loud fan? Would the blower motor resistor have
anything to do with the fan not working properly? No, that is not related to the resistor. The fan
does turn on with the AC it is designed like that. Just a heavy duty fan I have the same problem
and I have never in my 29 years ever heard any truck fan as loud as mine and ac sucks. I have a
F 5. Have all fluids supposedly topped off on last 2 oil changes. Changed relays and Hi-pressure
sensor on AC. Turned out the Coolant was low, but not low enough to register a real hi temp.
The Coolant reservoir is stained at the max fill mark, so the oil jockeys thought it was full, and
never opened it. Ended up putting 2. Drove from FL to ME with this condition, hope no long term
damage done, so far so good, 2 months later. I have a Ford Expedition the fan recently has been
running excessively even on cool days. This issue only began around 2 weeks ago. The Ford
has 78, miles on it and we are the original owners. Show 2 more comments. Rodney Bolton. Had
same problem with my F Solved the problem today. Long story short never add Freon yourself
with one of those do it yourself cans from the parts house. I did it and allowed moisture to get in
my system and slightly overfilled as well. Turns out the computer in fords senses this and as a
safety feature tells your high speed fan to kick on. I took to a shop that properly removed my
Freon then ran a vacuum to get moisture out, them filled to proper level. I had the fan coming on
after 20 second of the AC being on. Evacuated the AC system and recharged. Problem solved.
As stated before the computer hooked to the ac system is reading containments in the system.

Sorry guys, the computer does not see contaminants in the system, it only senses system
pressure. With too much freon, its overpressure which creates lots of heat thus the need for the
extra fan and the poor AC cooling since it is overheated and cannot cool itself down enough.
Exact same thing happened to my 13 f Replaced blower motor first cuz I saw some people doing
the same on YouTube because of similar issues they had. Never again will I use that ac pro. So
glad that loud ass humming from the radiator fan is gone. Couldnt even order at the drive thru.
Seen this on a few other forums. We had done everything we could think of. Replaced water
pump, flushed coolant system and had serviced, replaced the ac sensor that one guys said
worked for him, nothing seemed to work. Had another problem pop up and suggested fix for
that was replacing fuse 27 under the hood. Pulled out fuse 27 and it was burnt on one end but
not broken. Good luck! Checked 27 on my F 5. In the manual it says it is for the fuel pump but
cleaned the contacts and replaced it, removed and tapped on the fan relay's 5, 40 and 86 I
believe and after running the truck for a few minutes the fan has not kicked in. It was coming on
for the past week in minus 10 degree Celsius weather about 30 seconds after start up and
staying on even on the highway. I don't have my electrical meter at home to test the relays but I
will pull and bench test them when I am at the shop. As a precaution I think I may just replace
the fuse and the relay's regardless. My coolant level is fine and newer I had the water pump
replaced about 6 months ago. Thanks, I found your post very helpful. This fuse burned out
because ford did not put a heavy enough fuse in. Ford offers a bigger amp fuse and u have to
bypass the one in the fuse panel. They give u everything u need to do this. Vamaxdude
vmaxdude I had the same problem with the fan running continuously even on cold days. I had a
very good mechanic that I work with put his computer on my truck to diagnose it. It said my air
conditioning line was putting out pounds. He said it's my air pressure sensor that's is causing
issue. When we unplugged it the fan turned off. I'm going to get the part tomorrow. None of the
auto parts places had it so I have to get it from the Ford dealership. I'm hoping this solves my
problem on my F with the 5. It's an easy fix. Unplug the wire, unscrew the valve and replace. My
f stx is doing the same thing. Think he means ac pressure switch. Btw, can you change the ac
pressure switch without draining refrigerant? Yes you can, it has a schrader valve in the port
that the sensor threads into. A clog could be the condensor, the drier sock came apart inside,
the output rubber hose of the compressor has torn internally or a clogged muffler if your output
line has one, it looks like a bulged metal piece in the line, your orphic tube can be blocked with
anything. If you have an infrared temperature sensor you can diagnose all these parts, check
temps all along the system and look for quick drops of more than 10 degrees, that is where your
problem lies. Technicians use their hand to check temps be careful high pressure will create
heat and you can get burnt. James Bush. A scan tool can tell you what the ECT sensor is
reading, if its off-scale high, meaning it not reading correctly due to a resistance problem, then
you can change the ECT for cooling fans coming on too early, also be sure there is no air in
your coolant system. Donald Grimoldby dongr. My fan only comes on when the heater is turned
on and then my ac pump gets noisy. Any ideas? Your AC Compressor is starting to fail
internally if it is getting noisy under load, have it looked at before it granades and spreads metal
shavings thoughout the system and everything will need flushed and changed. May I ask why
you are using the heater and the AC at the same time? Do you have a 2 speed fan, I would look
into that issue with relays and possibly one speed being out on the fan motor? Todd Sandor.
After market thermostat deg. Replaced it with deg and high fan issue is gone. James Town. Paul
Thompson. I bet you put green anti freeze back in your truck,, put the recommended Motorcraft
Orange anti freeze in it and problem solved. CTG trextrex1. Jacob Drucker jddrucker. I also have
a F with the 5. Had the water pump and thermostat replaced as the water pump was starting to
leak, and when I got it back I also experienced the radiator fans kicking into high. I reached out
to the mechanic and he verified that he did not use an OEM thermostat. I brought it back in and
he replaced it with a motocraft thermostat and my truck is back to normal. Hope this helps
someone else experiencing this issue after replacing their t-stat. Thanks I just changed the
water pump and thermostat and then I noticed the high speed fan on in 45 and 65 degree
weather. Beatrice Smith. Posted: January 7. My ford f fans come on with no ac or heater on.
Temp gauge is normal and outside temp is 32 degrees. It goes off after a while and then comes
back on. Water pump is good and a new Ford thermostat. Joe o jakaonofre. What I found to be
the issue was the aftermarket Tstat. Poor fluid flow. Once I replaced the tstat went awayâ€¦ for a
while. Apparently, expansion valve gets something in it and causes pressure to sky rocket. Fix
Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Bryan Hurry bhurry Rep: 35 No name at this time 1 1. View the
answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No.
Voted Undo. Score 2. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. Was this answer helpful? Score 3. Hello, I have a Ford Expedition the fan recently has
been running excessively even on cool days. Rodney Bolton Rep: 37 1. Score 1. Vamaxdude

vmaxdude Rep: 13 1. James Bush Rep: 1. Coolant temp sensor. Bad Ex. Score 0. Wish I did, not
enough clues. Donald Grimoldby dongr Rep: 1. Todd Sandor Rep: 1. James Town Rep: 1. The
tempo stay the high when I turn it down it still stay on high what I need to do. Paul Thompson
Rep: 1. I just took it to the shop it was something blow out. CTG trextrex1 Rep: 1. Changed
water pump,Tstat,and fushed system. After, the air boat sound started. Final fix ended up being
the motorcraft OEM Tstat. Hope this saves someone what I fought through. Jacob Drucker
jddrucker Rep: 1. I will get the motorcraft thermostat. Beatrice Smith Rep: 1. Posted: January 7
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